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1 Abstract
The GOES-R series is a product line of four satellite, with two currently on-orbit
(GOES-16 “East” and GOES-17 “West”). GOES-17 is susceptible to a Loop-Heat-
Pipe (LHP) phenomenon where during Fall and Spring seasons, there are times of
day where some of the infrared bands records inaccurate readings from the Advanced
Baseline Imager (ABI). This occurs from joint astronomical behavior and position
of the GOES-17. This calibration issue occurs when the LHP instrument fails to
radiate the heat of the sun out of ABI. Predictive Calibration (pCal) is an algorithm
developed by instrument vendors for the National Oceanic Atmospheric Agency
(NOAA) to correct the readings of GOES-17. NOAA implemented the algorithm
July 26, 2019. pCal is a regression that corrects for the average temperature in a
region of interest where a threshold of points may be susceptible to LHP. pCal has
two components: an equation where the rapidly changing calibration parameters
are linearly interpolated in time, the second is more frequent calibration events,
such as looking at the internal calibration target. There are sixteen channels per
satellite, specialized to take measurements of various properties. In this project
we explore a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), neural network, to train a model
using various sample size. We compare our R-square scores, mean square error
(MSE), and mean absolute (MAE) between pCal and MLP models. In addition,
we explore different artificial intelligence, machine learning algorithms to detect
image anomalies which has broader flagging applications than just correcting for
temperatures.
Keywords— Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, GOES-R, Predictive Calibration,
Loop-Heat-Pipe, and Data Quality Flag
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2 Introduction
GOES stand for Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite and both GOES-East
(16) and GOES-West (17) make up the GOES-R series. Within the GOES-R series
(GOES-16 and GOES-17) the Loop-Heat-Pipe (LHP) phenomenon affects GOES-17
based on its orientation. We examine a machine learning approach to correct GOES-17
temperature readings. There are two models constructed: both use multi-layer perceptron
(MLP), one for pCal corrected data and the other for non-pCal corrected data i.e. raw
data. In figure 1 we see the region of interest (ROI). The latitudinal range is from -
109.59326ºE to -102.40674ºE and the longitudinal range is from 8.94659ºN to -8.94656ºN.
This region of interest is chosen over the equator to minimize error from parallax behavior.
These extents were transcribed from the operational full disk netcdf files. For a full
disk image the time and band is the same for all pixels in that file. We use mode 3
and mode 6, which has 15 minute and 10 minute interval scan rates of the full disk
[DOC et al., 2020]. The band is the channel that satellite is tuned in for a radiance
reading [NASA, 2021a, NASA, 2021b]. The operational data is a cleaned version of the
raw satellite data for organizations such as NWS. We can round to five significant digits
for consistency.
Figure 1: Region of Interest for GOES
In addition, we examine picture artifacts that occur when we render the data as images.
There is no pattern and the aim is to develop an artificial intelligence tool to detect these
artifacts to aid human efficiency in labeling these images (figure 2).
2.1 Problem
2.1.1 What
One approach is a synthetic break-down of GOES-16 measurements to simulate the skew
of GOES-17 measurement with the hope of reverse engineering algorithm to generate a
correct GOES-17 measurement. Another approach is to compile a visualization library
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Figure 2: Artifacts on GOES-17, Band 12, 9 Feb 2020 at 04:00 UTC (image by
courtesy of Tim J. Schmit [Gunshor et al., 2020])
Figure 3: Non-artifact (“fillin”, left) at January 1, 2021 06:40 UTC, Band 7 and an
Artifact (“Shark Fin”, right) at February 20, 2020 16:15 UTC, Band 12
of temperature histogram to study behavior GOES-R radiance and anomalies. Finally,
taking both of these approaches into consideration, we do the next best thing: machine
learning. We explore an MLP with of 100 layers and 500 iterations under supervised
learning.
One pixel covers 1.54 square miles. The objective is to make accurate predictions of
pixel to pixel transformations. Currently, state-of-art predictions is limited to average
temperature of a region of interest, which can represent the size of a country (figure 1).
2.1.2 Why
Impact: The Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) has
requested histogram plots as an added feature to their public database. This web page
can help users know when (day and times) and what GOES-17 pages are affected. The
values recorded from the operational data set is used by the National Weather Service
(NWS) for weather forecasting.
Novelty: previous work revealed that single-mode, bi-modal, and tri-modal features
occur in the histogram analysis [Adomako et al., 2020]. We are identifying radiance
anomalies using machine learning and will incorporate artificial intelligence into GOES.
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This project checks work done by CIMSS and the GOES community at large using
different methodology. Effective use of the developed tools in conjunction with data
stored on the cloud allows aspiring scientist to engage with tens of terabytes of GOES
data that they otherwise would not be able to play with on their personal device.
Reproducibility: findings are available to the open-source community for tracking and
reference1. Presentations, proceedings, and publishing are in collaboration with NOAA
Center for Earth Science Systems and Remote Sensing Technology (NOAA-CESSRST)
and CIMSS lab.
3 Related Work
In this section we cover related work in the domain of GOES-R, what has been done,
what is left, and how our current findings fills a gap. We were able to measure a true-
positive (hit rate or recall) up to 82 percent when we formalized the LHP phenomenon
as a classification problem of five categories. We used the Data Quality Flag (DQF)
provided by NOAA [Kalluri et al., 2018]. The DQF is an associated label to categorize
temperature measurements. The lower the measurement the more accurate. We mapped
this onto the five categories for DQF where zero is represented as the best quality.
GOES-16 DQF measurement was chosen as ground truth. We ran the same experiment
over where we compared standard deviation from the mean and got a similar recall for
GOES-17 where GOES-16 was again used as ground truth.
3.1 NOAA-Center for Earth System Sciences and Remote
Sensing Technologies (CESSRT)
Work done at NOAA-CESSRST includes a poster session at the The New York City Sci-
ence Research Mentoring Consortium for Satellite Validation and Analysis [Alvarez et al., 2019].
It was found that when removing pixels with cloud aberrations still yield results that
are statistically significant for when comparing average temperatures in the region of
interest of GOES. Previously, work in temperature correction of GOES did not explicitly
consider clouds on the radiance channels [Yu et al., 2019].
Additionally, work at CESSRST had previously focused primarily on meteorology,
environmental science, and related social impact. This study is a first for computer
science at CESSRST to support the NOAA mission statement: provisions were made
for a new cohort of researchers to study computer science. Figure 4 is a highlight of the
LHP phenomenon of the GOES-R study involving high school students in an education
mentoring, recruitment initiative [Alvarez et al., 2019].
1cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/goes-r/abi-/band statistics imagery.html
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Figure 4: Peak loop-heat-pipe phenomenon in a spring season
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3.2 The Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite
Studies
Figure 5: pCal off: average temperature difference for GOES-R in ROI
[CIMSS, 2017]
Figure 6: pCal off: average temperature comparison for GOES-R in ROI
[CIMSS, 2017]
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Figure 7: pCal on: average temperature difference for GOES-R in ROI
[CIMSS, 2017]
Figure 8: pCal on: corrected average temperature comparison for GOES-R in ROI
[CIMSS, 2017]
Work at CIMSS has covered comprehensive research in maintaining, archiving, monitoring,
and reporting geostationary observational data related to severe weather, tropical cyclones
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and hurricanes, aviation, natural hazards, the atmosphere, the ocean, and cryosphere
[Schmit et al., 2017]. Studies of the LHP problem have looked at a conversion of the
radiance (L) recordings in brightness temperatures as shown in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8
[CIMSS, 2017]. The temperature (T) is interpreted in Kelvin using a discrete formulation
of Plank’s law where fk1,2 and bc1,2 are functions of central frequency [Wang, 2020]:
T =
fk2 ∗ bc2
log−1(fk1L + 1) − bc1
(1)
L =
fk1 ∗ [(bc1 + (bc2 ∗ T )) − 1]
(e)(fk2)
(2)
Figure 9: GOES Satellite Primary Data Flow [NASA, 2019]
3.3 Carr Astronautics, L3 Harris, and Lockheed Martin
In figure 9 Carr Astronautics, L3 Harris, and Lockheed Martin are responsible for the
Product Generation in the NOAA contract. NOAA does the operational processing
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with support from many contractors. This is where pre-processing happens. The L0
product is telemetry data where information is stored in computer format for which
subsequent products are derived. Subsequent products store scientific data: data to
be interpreted with units of measurement. L1b is the radiance product convertible to
temperature, L2 is used for the cloud moisture and other channels, and the GLM product
is the geostationary lightning mapper.
The gap in the Product Generation is that the algorithm to generate pixels sometimes
fall into a corner case where you have null measurements within the earth boundaries
(figure 10). To date we have classified these artifacts as “Shark Fins” and “Caterpillar
Tracks”. For each pixel, sixteen detectors are used to generate one value. We aim to
mitigate the drawbacks of the compression algorithm by detecting artifacts as a proof of
concept to flag them in real time. Figure 3 shows a comparison a non-artifact to artifact
where they are scaled to grays from 180 Kelvin to 300 Kelvin.
Figure 10: Detector Samples [Kalluri et al., 2018]
4 Approach
4.0.1 Distribution Panels Documentation
The pCal algorithm is executed over the ROI based on average temperatures [Wang, 2020].
This is a helpful indicator for flagging and correcting data on a granular scale. In our
study, we examine the use of machine learning to predict pixel corrections and compare it
compare it to a pCal inspired formulation. In addition, our study includes visualization
for tracking LHP in the form of histograms now published on CIMSS website (figure 11,
12).
Histograms The x-axis range is from 195 Kelvin to 255 Kelvin. They are sliced into 1
Kelvin providing sixty discrete bins. The temperature is converted from the operational
radiance values accessible from a user friendly API [Blaylock, 2020]. The Domain is Full
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Figure 11: Distribution panels for GOES-R sample: G16 histogram (top left),
G17 histogram (top right), empirical cumulative distribution function
(bottom left), and G17 transform vs G16 plot (bottom right)
Disk. The Product is ABI L1b Radiances. Not all of the measurements are present. In
that case, you may see histograms and other plots missing. The region of interest (ROI) is
from [Longitude ºE, Longitude ºE, Latitude ºN, Latitude ºN] = [-109.59326, -102.40674,
8.94659, -8.94656]. This ROI is a subset of the range of GOES-16 and GOES-17 Advanced
Baseline Imagers (ABIs) overlapping. The subset is chosen to minimize error from visual
parallax and match the ROI for the CIMSS studies of ABI band statistics. The y-axis
is the portion of the ROI that coincides with the respective x-value interval. The band
corresponds to the wavelength which the ABI is reading.
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Figure 12: Distribution panels for GOES-R Loop-Heat-Pipe sample: G16 histogram
(top left), G17 histogram (top right), empirical cumulative distribution
function (bottom left), and G17 transform vs G16 plot (bottom right)
Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) The empirical CDF takes
sorted temperature values obtained by step measurements i.e. integrating the histogram.
The ECDF observation quickly inspects whether the shape of the curve is indicative
of an anomaly, indicated by the degree to which the GOES-16 and GOES-17 lines do
not overlap. The ECDF can provide information that may not be interpreted from
the Area Under Curve (AUC), which is a q-q plot. Although the AUC can provide a
value of 50% coinciding with an effective confidence interval of 100%, the ECDF will
qualitatively tell you if GOES-16, which is typically taken as ground truth, is providing
wrong measurements or experiencing an anomaly. As shown from figure 12, one can
judge whether there is a significant difference between both curves on GOES.
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Q-Q plot (AUC) The AUC is a single map of the two ECDF curves, where the pixel
temperatures were sorted in Kelvin then transformed to their percentiles (quantiles). A
perfect one-to-one reading between GOES-16 and GOES-17 would yield a 50% AUC. A
50% AUC could also be achieved if there were the same amount of discrete temperature
readings between the two satellites but their location were shuffled in the ROI: the panels’
study does not directly account for that situation instead we reason that if the shape
of the ECDF veers off the shape of 195 + 60 * log(1+quantile)/0.3 (where 0% maps to
195 Kelvin and 100% maps to 255 Kelvin) then GOES-R is experiencing an unusual
phenomenon, such as an uncorrected Loop-Heat-Pipe (LHP) problem.
An AUC over 50% shows that the GOES-17 readings are generally warmer com-
pared to the GOES-16 readings. This conservative approach ensures that the GOES-17
temperatures are typically warmer in the ROI in the G16 versus G17 axes orientation.
The straightness of fit (SoF) is calculated as 100% - 2*ABS (50% - AUC). Values close
to 100% are good and values close to 0% means there is no correlation between the two
sensors.
4.1 Loop-Heat-Pipe
In our machine learning algorithm we consider the following inputs:
time longitude latitude band G17 Temp G17 std–dev G17 mean
The output is the GOES-East measurement:
G16 Temp
For the LHP analysis, we will categorize ranges of temperature into classes that falls
within plus or minus integer values of standard deviation on a histogram plot. For
this classification we will observe which of the following machine learning classifiers is
optimal for GOES data: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SVM gradient with 100 max
iterations), Average Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD global update), Perceptron,
Passive-Aggressive I (linear loss function), Passive-Aggressive II (second order loss
function), and Logistic Regression (SAG, minimizing finite sums with stochastic gradient
descent).
The test error rate in figure 13 is on non-normalized data, a classification model, and
digitization error on the storage technique of the radiance values in the original NetCDF
files. We can see under these conditions that logistic regression with average stochastic
gradient descent on local updates is the most favorable machine learning algorithm. The
test error rate for the remaining machine learning, classification model nearly clusters at
a higher error rate.
When modeling for temperatures a classification model is not appropriate. The
performance is penalized for not predicting temperatures matching to the decimal. In
practicality, a temperature of 100.0 Kelvin can be the same as 100.1 Kelvin detected by
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Figure 13: Histogram prediction errors for various machine learning models
two different satellites: a test for whether the two values are statistically different is what
is relevant. For temperature measurements a regression analysis is most practical. In a
regression analysis you can measure performance of your model by tracking mean square
error and root mean square error.
Figure 14: MAE ground truth(left) and RMSE ground truth (right)
First we established a baseline for error and performance. We examined GOES-16 as
ground truth. We examined July 25, 2019 and July 26, 2020 where predictive calibration
became operational for GOES-17 [Lindstrom, 2019]. GOES-16 experienced updates on
July 26, 2020 as well to include correction of several issues concerning the L1b product
(figure 14).
By comparing GOES-16 data from July 25, 2019 to GOES-16 data from July 26, 2019
we establish a baseline error that was intrinsic to L1b product i.e. both GOES-16 and
GOES-17. Because we want to capture the error of the LHP behavior of GOES-17,
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ideally we would have the GOES-17 correct data and the GOES-17 LHP corrupted data
for comparison. Since GOES-17 correct data does not explicitly exist, we do the next
best thing: take data one day apart where the day before represents the corrupt data
and the day after represents the correct data. One image from each day is chosen at
12:00 UTC to assume constant data is the same as if it were taken from the same exact
time where one data set has a layer of LHP error. Weather changes daily and here we
make the assumption that it changes so little for this cycle we leverage this knowledge
for a design that parses out errors in LHP to pCal comparison using machine learning.
Because two simple images were chosen as a proof of concept, we simplified our input
data to avoid skewing the scaling of our results. For a single image the only inputs
that vary are longitude, latitude, and G17 Temp. We still kept G16 Temp as our target
variable. We used the standard scalar from the sci-kit learn library and transformed our
target variable based on the fit from the G17 Temp scaled input variable. We trained
our model using Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)–a nonlinear, regression, machine learn-ing
model. A regression model is appropriate because we are measuring temperature and do
not want to penalize our performance by marking a prediction wrong because it may
not match a target variable to a fraction of a decimal point. We know that very close
measurements for temperature are equivalent.
We choose a nonlinear model because GOES-R data is nonlinear: a time versus
temperature plot for a given location is not precise when modeling using a polynomial.
We use 1 layer with 100 units and 500 iterations for our MLP. The number of units
and iterations are proportional to the time it takes to train the model. We plot the
root-mean-square-error (RMSE) and the mean-absolute-error (MAE) of our model with
various sample sizes as well as obtain the mean and standard deviation of the target
variable to invert our scaled target predictions to units of Kelvin. Because there is so
much data for even one image, we randomize a choice of fixed test points to validate our
prediction independent of the sample size chosen. We choose our train and fixed test
points from the same pool–sampling with replacement: because the pool is so large, we
can treat our train and fixed test point variables as independent uncorrelated variables.
Figure 15: MAE on MLP-pCal vs. MLP-no-pCal (left) and RMSE on MLP-pCal
vs. MLP-no-pCal (right)
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4.2 Machine Learning Image Detection: ResNet-50
For the image analysis we compared results of a ResNet-50 model to detect artifacts
against a brute force method of tracking null (NaN) values in earth bound pixel regions.
For image detection using machine learning we trained a ResNet-50 model for 100
epochs where the steps where 23 per epoch. In figure 16 we see that the validation curve
for the training loss quickly minimizes too nearly zero in one epoch; a graph with ten
epoch is stacked with one epoch for comparison.
Figure 16: epoch 1 (left) and epoch 10 (right) with 23 steps per epoch
The data set consist of 2592 images from January 1, 2021 from bands 8 through 16
on both GOES: all of the images available from that day. In addition 166 “shark fin”
artifacts are accompanied in the data set from bands 7 through 16 between December
2019 and January 2021. In total the data set has 2758 image. 80% is used for training
and the remaining 20% is for test validation. The data set has two classes: “shark fin”
and “fillin”. The performance curves are formulated for “fillin” being the target class.
Figure 17: Performance of GOES-R artifact machine learning: x-axis is artifact to
non-artifact ratio, y-axis is performance rate.
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Because we have a grossly imbalanced data set we see that the performance curves is
predicting all samples as a “fillin”: there are not enough “shark fin” examples for the
machine learning algorithm to learn. Instead, we see that the performance rate is both
directly proportional to the sample ratios and is the theoretical solution when machine
learning algorithm learns nothing new. From the performance curves we can deduce that
more data gives better results. We have not reached a sufficient number of “shark fins”
samples, but the rates perform better when using all the non-artifact data even though
it increases imbalance. We cannot trust the high accuracy, recall, and precision because
that is just the compliment ratio of artifact to non-artifact. However, we do learn that
precision on a granular level is most sensitive. With enough artifact samples, we expect
precision to be the most relevant metric for GOES data in machine learning.
Figure 18: Down Sampling technique (image by Brian Blaylock)
Alternatively, we considered upsampling artifacts but that produces duplicate artifact
images after resizing (figure 18).
4.3 Non-Machine Learning Image Detection: digital brightness
In our non-machine learning approach we recognize that the boundary condition of deep
space outlines the 2D image of the earth. The NetCDF has fill (placeholder) values for
deep-space and we hypothesized that the artifacts will match those fill values outside the
boundary conditions (figure 19). We take the raw NetCDF, convert it to a 224x224 jpeg
file, and then analyze the 2D numpy array conversion of those files. We use January 1,
2021 at time 00 hours 20 minutes UTC as the control image for boundary conditions.
Utilizing python image packages, using a simple approach is very effective and very
computationally efficient. We do not need to have nested for loops in iterating over a
5824 x 5824 image file, but we see that the “shark fins” are pronounced enough to show
in a 224 x 224 down scaling. We have to use the full disk image as a first step because





Figure 19: Flow chart of data structure conversion
We adopted techniques for detecting image digital brightness. For a black and white
image, the negative space was at an intensity of 255. We did modulo 255 on all pixels at
224 x 224 resized scale and was quickly able to flag “shark fin” artifacts.
5 Results
5.1 Loop-Heat-Pipe and Histograms
The MLP model performs better under the MAE metric for GOES-R prior to upgrades
or calibration as shown by GOES-16 in estimating error due to the GOES instrument
(figure 14). The MLP model performs better under the RMSE metric post upgrade and
predictive calibration for addressing GOES-17 error (figure 15). For MAE and RMSE
the lower number, the more favorable: this is performance measured by error. For this
particular GOES-17 data set, we see that our ability to predict temperature corrections
by learning the pCal algorithm is more accurate than not applying the pCal on the raw
data with a minimum sample size on the order of 10000 training points (nearly 2.5%
data). We used 100000 points for our fixed testing points. Under the RMSE metric, the
MLP model consistently performed better when predicting pCal using machine learning
versus the raw data without pCal independent of the sample size.
5.2 Machine Learning Image Detection: ResNet-50
We considered the hyper-parameters and explored various dropout rates to have our
ResNet-50 model work [Karpathy, 2016]. The model had its limitations given the im-
balance of the data set. With various dropout rates on our algorithm we were able to
predict some “shark fins” at a cost of false positive.
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5.3 Non-Machine Learning Image Detection: digital brightness
We find that this is 100% correct for detecting all 166 “shark fins” and 99.19% correct
for detecting non-artifacts where the error is due to data engineering of converting color
images to black-white images of a single layer. There was no false negative on “shark fin”
when tested algorithm on “fillin”. We picked a good control from our “fillin” boundary
condition.
6 Conclusion
6.1 Loop-Heat-Pipe and Histograms
We are now able to make pixel to pixel predictions. A machine learning approach applied
to GOES-R showed that pCal can be simulated. Future work include checking the MLP
model on several images to check our stated minimum training points. When using MLP
on low quality data , a larger pool of days need to be trained for a reliable fit: pCal is
observed to approach the ideal correction algorithm.
Because some pCal events cannot be simulated retroactively, work at CIMSS have
included analysis of GOES-R data in a panel format to observe histograms, sorted
empirical cumulative distribution functions, and area under curve plots. This has
included the visualization documentation developed as result of this study for live
tracking published on their website. This is helpful for moments when GOES-17 data is
extremely poor in quality: all you can do is track it as noted by their histograms.
6.2 Non-Machine Learning Image Detection: digital brightness
Simple is always best. We picked the right hypothesis and was able to identify all image
artifacts without fail. In addition, the two classes (artifact and non-artifact) did not over
lap. In a machine learning context this would be fully separable, an ideal scenario, which
rarely occurs.
6.3 Machine Learning Image Detection: ResNet-50
Flagging anomalies from rendered images of the earth was of interest in the GOES-R. We
explored computer vision techniques inspired by a ResNet model to flag image artifacts
that have smears in the image (“shark fins”).
Future work would include testing our algorithms on “caterpillar tracks”. There are
even fewer samples of “caterpillar tracks” than there are “shark fins”. In the event
more complex anomalies arise, a semi-automatic, manual approach can be used for
machine learning. This would require labeling pixel regions in Photoshop of the type of
classifications to be trained on. This way, from one image you gain more testing points.
At present, a machine learning algorithm to flag image artifacts is unwarranted.
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6.4 APPENDIX I: ResNet-50
25
ResNet(
(conv1): Conv2d(3, 64, kernel_size=(7, 7), stride=(2, 2), padding=(3, 3), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(relu): ReLU(inplace=True)
(maxpool): MaxPool2d(kernel_size=3, stride=2, padding=1, dilation=1, ceil_mode=False)
(layer1): Sequential(
(0): Bottleneck(
(conv1): Conv2d(64, 64, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(64, 64, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(64, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn3): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(relu): ReLU(inplace=True)
(downsample): Sequential(
(0): Conv2d(64, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(256, 64, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(64, 64, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(64, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(256, 64, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(64, 64, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(64, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(64, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)






(conv1): Conv2d(256, 128, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(128, 128, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(2, 2), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(128, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn3): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(relu): ReLU(inplace=True)
(downsample): Sequential(
(0): Conv2d(256, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(2, 2), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(512, 128, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(128, 128, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(128, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(512, 128, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(128, 128, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(128, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(512, 128, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(128, 128, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(128, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(128, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)






(conv1): Conv2d(512, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(2, 2), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(256, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn3): BatchNorm2d(1024, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(relu): ReLU(inplace=True)
(downsample): Sequential(
(0): Conv2d(512, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(2, 2), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(1024, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(256, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(1024, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(256, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(1024, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(256, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(1024, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(256, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(1024, 256, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(256, 256, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(256, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(256, 1024, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)






(conv1): Conv2d(1024, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(512, 512, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(2, 2), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(512, 2048, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn3): BatchNorm2d(2048, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(relu): ReLU(inplace=True)
(downsample): Sequential(
(0): Conv2d(1024, 2048, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(2, 2), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(2048, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(512, 512, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(512, 2048, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)




(conv1): Conv2d(2048, 512, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn1): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv2): Conv2d(512, 512, kernel_size=(3, 3), stride=(1, 1), padding=(1, 1), bias=False)
(bn2): BatchNorm2d(512, eps=1e-05, momentum=0.1, affine=True, track_running_stats=True)
(conv3): Conv2d(512, 2048, kernel_size=(1, 1), stride=(1, 1), bias=False)





(fc): Linear(in_features=2048, out_features=1000, bias=True)
)
6.5 APPENDIX II: Deep Space Boundary condition Jupyter
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Out[148]: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ... 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 22
0 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 ... 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 25
1 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 ... 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 25
2 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 ... 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 25
3 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 ... 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 25
4 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 ... 255 255 255 255 255 255 255 25
5 rows × 224 columns
import csv
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import os
from os import path as op
import itertools
import re
import xarray as xr
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split




from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler
from sklearn.neural_network import MLPRegressor
#from sklearn.datasets import make_regression
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split













































Out[156]: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ... 214 215 216 217 218 219
0 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
1 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
2 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
3 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
4 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
219 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
220 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
221 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
222 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
223 True True True True True True True True True True ... True True True True True True T
224 rows × 224 columns
Out[207]: 100 101 102 103 104
100 False False False False False
101 False False False False False
102 False False False False False
103 False False False False False

















errors count: 21 
no. of fillin: 2592 
no. of fillin errors: 21 
fillin accuracy: 0.9918981481481481 
counter = 0
 
for file in sharkfinsList:
    datSamp = plt.imread(f'{header}'+file)
    sample = np.array(datSamp)
    df_samp = pd.DataFrame(sample)
    if df_deepSpace.equals(df_samp) == False:
        counter+=1










for file in header:
    try:
        datSamp = plt.imread(file)
        sample = np.array(datSamp)
        df_samp = pd.DataFrame(sample)
        df_samp = df%255==0
        if df_deepSpace.equals(df_samp) == False:
            counter+=1
            
    except:
        errors.append(file)
        
print(f'counter: {counter}')
print(f'errors count: {len(errors)}')
print(f'no. of fillin: {len(header)}')
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6.6 APPENDIX III: Code for Image Detection Machine
Learning
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Tensorboard command line set up
How to “reset” tensorboard data after killing tensorflow instance
(https://stackoverflow.com/questions/34454721/how-to-reset-tensorboard-data-after-killing-
tensorflow-instance)






%config InlineBackend.figure_format = 'retina'
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import numpy.random as nr
import torch
from torch import nn
from torch import optim
import torch.nn.functional as F
from torchvision import datasets, transforms, models
import os.path as op
import os








import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import torch.optim as optim
from torch.utils.tensorboard import SummaryWriter
from torch.utils.data.sampler import SubsetRandomSampler
from torchvision.utils import save_image, make_grid
from torch.utils.data import TensorDataset, DataLoader
 
 
import pandas as pd
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
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def load_split_train_test(traindir, testdir, valdir):
    train_transforms = transforms.Compose([transforms.Resize(32),
                                       transforms.ToTensor(),
                                       ])
    test_transforms = transforms.Compose([transforms.Resize(32),
                                      transforms.ToTensor(),
                                      ])
    val_transforms = transforms.Compose([transforms.Resize(32),
                                      transforms.ToTensor(),
                                      ])
 
    train_data = datasets.ImageFolder(traindir,       
                    transform=train_transforms)
    test_data = datasets.ImageFolder(testdir,
                    transform=test_transforms)
    val_data = datasets.ImageFolder(valdir,
                    transform=test_transforms)
    
    
    train_idx = list(range(len(traindir)))
    nr.shuffle(np.array(train_idx))
    
    test_idx = list(range(len(testdir)))
    nr.shuffle(np.array(test_idx))
    
    val_idx = list(range(len(valdir)))
    nr.shuffle(np.array(val_idx))
 
#     train_idx = list(range(len(traindir)))
#     nr.shuffle(train_idx)
    
#     test_idx = list(range(len(testdir)))
#     nr.shuffle(test_idx)
    
#     val_idx = list(range(len(valdir)))
#     nr.shuffle(val_idx)
    
    train_sampler = SubsetRandomSampler(train_idx)
    test_sampler = SubsetRandomSampler(test_idx)
    val_sampler = SubsetRandomSampler(val_idx)
 
    trainloader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(train_data, sampler = tra
    testloader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(test_data, sampler = test_
    valloader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(val_data, sampler = val_sam
    
#     trainloader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(train_data, batch_size 
#     testloader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(test_data, batch_size = 
#     valloader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(val_data, batch_size = ba
    
    myTestData.append(test_data)
    myTrainData.append(train_data)




































































    
    return trainloader, testloader, valloader
 
 
trainloader, testloader, valloader = load_split_train_test(data_train_d
                                                           data_test_di





device = torch.device("cuda" if torch.cuda.is_available() 
                                  else "cpu")




for param in model.parameters():
    param.requires_grad = False
    
model.fc = nn.Sequential(nn.Linear(2048, 512),
                                 nn.ReLU(),
                                 nn.Dropout(0.2), #nn.Dropout(0.2),
                                 nn.Linear(512, 2),
                                 nn.LogSoftmax(dim=1))
criterion = nn.NLLLoss()
optimizer = optim.Adam(model.fc.parameters(), lr=0.003)
 
# model.fc = nn.Sequential(nn.Linear(2048, 512),
#                                  nn.ReLU(),
#                                  nn.Dropout(0.5),#nn.Dropout(0.2),
#                                  nn.Linear(512, 2))
 
# criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()













































    def __init__(self):
        super().__init__()
        # m input image channel, n output channels, rxr square convolut
        self.conv1 = nn.Conv2d(3, 6, 5)
        self.pool = nn.MaxPool2d(2, 2)
        self.conv2 = nn.Conv2d(6, 16, 5)
        self.fc1 = nn.Linear(16 * 5 * 5, 120)
        self.fc2 = nn.Linear(120, 84)
        self.fc3 = nn.Linear(84, 2)
 
#         super(Net, self).__init__()
#         self.conv1 = nn.Conv2d(3, 32, 5)
#         self.pool = nn.MaxPool2d(2, 2)
#         self.conv2 = nn.Conv2d(32, 64, 5)
#         self.fc1 = nn.Linear(64*9*9, 1024)
#         self.fc2 = nn.Linear(1024, 7)
 
    def forward(self, x):
        x = self.pool(F.relu(self.conv1(x)))
        x = self.pool(F.relu(self.conv2(x)))
        x = torch.flatten(x, 1) # flatten all dimensions except batch
        x = F.relu(self.fc1(x))
        x = F.relu(self.fc2(x))
        x = self.fc3(x)
        return x
 
#         x = self.pool(F.relu(self.conv1(x)))
#         x = self.pool(F.relu(self.conv2(x)))
#         x = x.view(x.size(0), -1)
 
#         #x = x.view(-1, 64)
#         x = F.relu(self.fc1(x))
#         x = F.relu(self.fc2(x))
#         x = self.fc2(x)





# criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss()
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In [12]: def images_to_probs(net, images):
    '''
    Generates predictions and corresponding probabilities from a traine
    network and a list of images
    '''
    output = net(images)
    # convert output probabilities to predicted class
    _, preds_tensor = torch.max(output, 1)
    preds = np.squeeze(preds_tensor.numpy())
    return preds, [F.softmax(el, dim=0)[i].item() for i, el in zip(pred
 
def plot_classes_preds(net, images, labels):
    '''
    Generates matplotlib Figure using a trained network, along with ima
    and labels from a batch, that shows the network's top prediction al
    with its probability, alongside the actual label, coloring this
    information based on whether the prediction was correct or not.
    Uses the "images_to_probs" function.
    '''
    preds, probs = images_to_probs(net, images)
    # plot the images in the batch, along with predicted and true label
    fig = plt.figure(figsize=(12, 48))
    for idx in np.arange(batch_size):
        ax = fig.add_subplot(1, batch_size, idx+1, xticks=[], yticks=[]
        matplotlib_imshow(images[idx], one_channel=True)
        ax.set_title("{0}, {1:.1f}%\n(label: {2})".format(
            classes[preds[idx]],
            probs[idx] * 100.0,
            classes[labels[idx]]),
                    color=("green" if preds[idx]==labels[idx].item() el
    fig.savefig(f'epoch_{epoch}-{stamp}.png')
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In [13]: #sufficiently large pixel square side size for given number of random  
#from torchvision import transforms
test_transforms = transforms.Compose([transforms.Resize(224),
                                      transforms.ToTensor(),
                                     ])
 
def get_random_images(num):
    data = datasets.ImageFolder(data_train_dir, transform=test_transfor
    classes = data.classes
    indices = list(range(len(data)))
    np.random.shuffle(indices)
    idx = indices[:num]
    from torch.utils.data.sampler import SubsetRandomSampler
    sampler = SubsetRandomSampler(idx)
    loader = torch.utils.data.DataLoader(data, 
                   sampler=sampler, batch_size=num)
    dataiter = iter(loader)
    images, labels = dataiter.next()
    return images, labels
 
def predict_image(image):
    image_tensor = test_transforms(image).float()
    image_tensor = image_tensor.unsqueeze_(0)
    #print(image_tensor)
    my_input = image_tensor
    my_input = my_input.to(device)#defined
    output = model(my_input)#defined
    index = output.data.cpu().numpy().argmax()



































    [transforms.ToTensor(),





images, labels = get_random_images(6)
fig=plt.figure(figsize=(10,10))
for ii in range(len(images)):
    image = to_pil(images[ii])
    index = predict_image(image)
    sub = fig.add_subplot(1, len(images), ii+1)
    res = int(labels[ii]) == index
    sub.set_title(str(classes[index]) + ":" + str(res))
    plt.axis('off')
    
    plt.imshow(image)
    
plt.show()
transform = transforms.Compose(
    [transforms.ToTensor(),





images, labels = get_random_images(6)
fig=plt.figure(figsize=(10,10))
for ii in range(len(images)):
    image = to_pil(images[ii])
    index = predict_image(image)
    sub = fig.add_subplot(1, len(images), ii+1)
    res = int(labels[ii]) == index
    sub.set_title(str(classes[index]) + ":" + str(res))
    plt.axis('off')
    
    plt.imshow(image)
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prediction accuracy 0.9355333844973139 
macro precision 0.46956856702619415 
micro precision 0.9355333844973139 
macro recall 0.4979575163398693 
micro recall 0.9355333844973139 
prediction accuracy 0.9355333844973139 
macro precision 0.46956856702619415 
micro precision 0.9355333844973139 
macro recall 0.4979575163398693 
micro recall 0.9355333844973139 
data_train = trainloader.dataset.imgs
 
train_X = [ plt.imread(img[0]) for img in data_train]
train_y = [ img[1] for img in data_train]
data_pred = datasets.ImageFolder(data_test_dir, 
                                 transform=test_transforms)
    
predict_y = [predict_image( to_pil(pred[0].squeeze(0)))
             for pred in iter(DataLoader(data_pred))]
 
test_X = [ plt.imread(img[0]) for img in data_test]
test_y = [ img[1] for img in data_test]
print('prediction accuracy', accuracy_score(test_y, predict_y))
 
print('macro precision', precision_score(test_y, predict_y, average='ma
print('micro precision', precision_score(test_y, predict_y, average='mi
print('macro recall', recall_score(test_y, predict_y, average='macro'))
print('micro recall', recall_score(test_y, predict_y, average='micro'))
print('prediction accuracy', accuracy_score(test_y, predict_y))
 
print('macro precision', precision_score(test_y, predict_y, average='ma
print('micro precision', precision_score(test_y, predict_y, average='mi
print('macro recall', recall_score(test_y, predict_y, average='macro'))
print('micro recall', recall_score(test_y, predict_y, average='micro'))
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